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Apologies
Phoebe Cochrane
James Chow
Tanya Boughtflower
Colin Sim
Fiona Denvir

Present
Laura Bird
Ian Hogg
Alison Noble
Mome Mukherjee
Kristal Tokoroff
Angela Christie
Kirstin Unger

Playground improvement Phase 3

Procurement process
Colin Sim shared some questions ahead of the meeting.  

At this stage we are asking firms to tender for the feasibility study alone.  Ian felt that we 
need to have the final design and delivery option in view to make the feasibility study 
proposition attractive.

The tender documents are written so that we could use one firm all the way through but 
also broken into three stages.

We agreed that the preferred option is for one supplier to do it all in house or to manage 
sub contractors.  The school doesn't want to be juggling multiple contractors.

Ian will sound out seven or eight suppliers to ensure that we have five definite tenders
Action: Ian

Ian spoke informally with Rankin Fraser when putting together the tender documents.  
Ironside Farrar are also an excellent suggestion and we hope they will tender.

Colin asked whether we know that our feasibility study will provide information that CEC 
wants.  We know from previous discussions that traffic flows and surveys will be a big 
consideration for the council.  We are partly expecting suppliers to help us with this based 
on their previous experience.  We also need to re-engage with supportive local councillors.

Action: Laura to reopen discussions with councillors over the summer

The B&F Group is very grateful to Ian for all his efforts thus far on procuring a feasibility
Community engagement



Laura shared an outline presentation for the PC AGM on Thursday 16 June
Action: Laura to prepare presentation

Colin raised the Causey as a similar local project.  We agreed that they are a great 
potential partner and that we need to make contact with them.

Action: Alison to pass contact details to Laura and Laura to follow up

Colin also pointed out that George Street is a similar local project, a link we hadn't 
previously spotted.  Perhaps we could get our School Streets pilot extended to help 
facilitate Phase 3.

Kirsten asked whether we could involve Grounds for Learning as they have a good track 
record on community engagement.

Action: Ian to add them to the tender list

Funding

The Parent Council has previously agreed to Playground Improvement Phase 3 so we 
have authority to go ahead and seek funding for the feasibility study.

Action: Colin?
Timing 

This week: Ian to sound out suppliers
24 June: Alison to issue formal invitations to tender
late July: tenders back
early August: interview prospective firms
mid August: depending on funding situation potentially appoint a firm
late October: assuming we secure funding, receive the feasibility study

Next meeting

TBC


